Improve accuracy for automatic acetabulum segmentation in CT images.
Separation of the femur head and acetabulum is one of main difficulties in the diseased hip joint due to deformed shapes and extreme narrowness of the joint space. To improve the segmentation accuracy is the key point of existing automatic or semi-automatic segmentation methods. In this paper, we propose a new method to improve the accuracy of the segmented acetabulum using surface fitting techniques, which essentially consists of three parts: (1) design a surface iterative process to obtain an optimization surface; (2) change the ellipsoid fitting to two-phase quadric surface fitting; (3) bring in a normal matching method and an optimization region method to capture edge points for the fitting quadric surface. Furthermore, this paper cited vivo CT data sets of 40 actual patients (with 79 hip joints). Test results for these clinical cases show that: (1) the average error of the quadric surface fitting method is 2.3 (mm); (2) the accuracy ratio of automatically recognized contours is larger than 89.4%; (3) the error ratio of section contours is less than 10% for acetabulums without severe malformation and less than 30% for acetabulums with severe malformation. Compared with similar methods, the accuracy of our method, which is applied in a software system, is significantly enhanced.